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In addition, an assumption was made that the provincial drug plans adequately describe the availability of antimicrobial drugs to all individuals within the province, which may be an over-simplification of the system.
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(d) A funding agreement officer may accept a concern's self-certification as true for the particular funding agreement involved in the absence of a written protest or other credible information which would cause the funding agreement officer or SBA to question the size or eligibility of the concern.
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Por ejemplo, estos métodos han sido fundamentales para entender los mecanismos deresistencia a meticilina en S.aureus, lo cual permitirán las tasas de detección en el laboratorio, y también han ayudado a documentar la diseminación de enterococos resistentes a vancomicina en Estados Unidos.
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Yes I know you are asking but when will they learn about the wheat belts in Australia, but it has been my dream (apart from the other dream about educating the women in regional areas who can't access any continence services and are stranded, alone and wet in remote Australia) to bring these simple facts about the bladder, bowel and pelvic floor into the schools and nip the bad habits in the bud BEFORE they escalate into major quality of life disasters for women in their 20s, 30s and 50s.